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My holidays

Text

Hi! My name is Sarah. This summer I and my family are going to spend our
holidays at the countryside in my grand parents’ house. We are going to go there
by train. We are going to play with my grandparents in their farm. On Sunday,
we are going to help them to pick the apples, and ride our bikes. On Monday, we
are going to visit the Zoo. We are going to stay there for a month . I love holidays
in my grandparents’ house. What about you?
Questions: part one
Section one: reading comprehension (07 pts.)
Activity one: read the text and whether these sentences are true / false (03 pts.)
Sentences
True
false
- Sarah and her family are going to her grandparents’ house
- They are going there by train
- They are going to pick apples on Sunday
Activity two: read the text and answer the following questions (02 pts.)
1- What are they going to do in their grandparents’ house ?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2- Are they going there by bus?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Activity three: find in the text words that are synonyms and opposite of the following (02 pts.)
a- Synonym
Vacation =……………………………

like =…………………………

b- Opposite
Hate =/=………………………….

That =/=……………….

Section two: mastery of language (07 pts.)
Activity one: reorder the words to get a correct sentence in each case (02 pts.)
going/ you/to/watch/Are/? / the movie/tonight/ with/ me ……………………………………………………….
are/ They / to/ have/ dinner/ going / us / with/ tomorrow ………………………………………………....
Activity two: match the questions with their right answer in each case (03 pts.)

Would you like to go with me to the cinema?

Yes, sure tell me what you need

Would you like to have a cup of tea with me?

Sorry I cannot go to the cinema I am busy

Would you like to help me in my work?

Yes with pleasure, two spoons of sugar please
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Activity three: choose the right form of verbs in each case (03 pts.)
Next summer, I and my friends (are going- is going) ………………..
to visit Annaba. We are going to ( stay- stays) ………. There for a week. We are
(is- are –am) ………….going to visit the famous places there and take photos.

Part two: the integrated situation (06 pts.)
Your friend Sarah wants to know about your holidays plans for next summer. Write her a letter to speak
about your holidays plans using going to and the following pictures to help you

Swim

stay at the hotel

play with my family

buy some souvenirs and presents
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Good luck

